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1.

Preface

This report is a part of the results from the fifth funding period of the Finnish national research project
”Smart Grids and Energy Markets”. The project has been funded by Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for
Technology and Innovation. This document collects the outcomes from previous work of SGEM task 4.5.2 and
discusses the themes further. A few specialists from electricity supply companies were interviewed for the
background of this study. This was seen as a highly important issue, as the electricity suppliers were not
significantly represented among SGEM partners. Fifth funding period finalizes the work of the SGEM project
and therefore it was valuable to benchmark the development ideas with companies outside SGEM. The
representatives of suppliers were interviewed about how demand response (DR) would affect the interface
of the supplier and the customer, which business opportunities DR could provide and what they regard to be
the greatest challenges. The interviewees are presented in table 1.1.
Table 1.1. The Interviewees and the companies they were representing.
Olli Arola, department manager for electricity trading
Vaasan Sähkö
Jyrki Rajala, project manager
Petri Rantakokko, energy manager

Jyväskylän Energia

Antti Rytioja, sales manager

Kokkolan Energia

This study will define the actions in the interface between the end customer and the electricity supplier and
study the information flows during conclusion of electricity contract with DR agreement and the electricity
delivery. This study will discuss how consumers will interact with the smart environment and what could be
the future interface towards smart grids and energy markets. For example, a suggestion will be given how a
new electricity contract will show up to the customer to enable demand response. Benefits and challenges
related to the wide use of DR functionality and active customer will be also spoken out. How can the DR
actions flow through the chain of operations required to implement market specific actions on different
levels of the energy market and different distribution solutions? How can the customer be presented with
relevant and usable information of smart products and contracts? When discussing these key questions in
focus is to find a holistic transaction flow for DR actions throughout the system infrastructure of a smart grid
and energy market network of players.
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2.

Introduction

Implementing demand response requires product design, system development and standardized interfaces
to enable a convenient and automated operating between a supplier, a customer and other stakeholders.
Co-operation between market actors is needed to establish revenue generation models based on the
framework developed during the SGEM project. The customer needs to be taken into account in marketing
and offering incentives. With communication the wide customer mass can get informed about the required
change in their everyday life electricity usage. Branding the DR products right the consumers can also get
interested in new electricity contracts which benefit both the customer and the supplier.
This study will point out the things to consider when planning the DR products, based on the supplier
interviews, legislation and outcomes achieved in previous SGEM reports. The focus is to define the
restrictions for the contractual implementation and find features that need development on the system level
and in message exchange. Suggestions for load control compensation and value creation for both the
customer and supplier are also given.
There are many options to build electricity contract products utilizing DR. Things to consider are for example
what kind of contracts are profitable for the electricity supplier and on what terms the customers are willing
to conclude those contracts. How the present legislation affects DR contracts? What kind of incentives are
needed in order to let the supplier to control customers’ loads? Which stakeholders are doing co-operation
in load control and who are in relationship with the customer? What information need to be collected about
the usage places and how the growing amount of information can be handled?
Findings to these questions will be spoken out in this report. Some estimates will be given about the time
span when the different alternatives could be established. In the next chapter will be discussed the problems
and possibilities related to the general framework of DR contracts. Chapter 4 will compare the choices the
supplier can make in offering DR contracts for a customer. The fifth chapter explains the processes related to
the conclusion of a DR contract and gives suggestions to develop the present information flows during the
supply. The last chapter describes how the everyday usage of electricity and the relationship to the supplier
develops when moving to more flexible consumption.
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3. Development of the framework
The field of electricity distribution and energy business is widely regulated which set certain limits for the
electricity sale. There are many unsolved issues on the way of DR contracts that are no-one’s-business yet.
New interfaces between stakeholders will develop as well, which raises the question about sharing the
responsibilities in different situations. When there are several suppliers with different load control principles
operating in the network of a DSO, creates it a complicated situation to cut the electricity from the right
control group at the right time. If there was a commonly agreed protocol how to handle these load control
requests from the supplier, would the information flow smoothly automatically. All these factors ask for
common guidelines.

3.1.

Restrictions and possibilities of legislation

The preconditions for demand response depend on several decrees which no one is coordinating from the
DR point of view. An own decree for DR might solve the unclear situation because nowadays all the
electricity market parties think about DR that it is not on their responsibility. An expansion about DR to
Guideline for AMR metering (Finnish Energy Industries 2010a) or Terms of electricity sales (Finnish Energy
Industries 2014) could do the same profit.
For the suppliers, it is mandatory to list all electricity contract types with their characteristics on Energy
Authority’s web site which is a good place to compare the contract prices equally. Also, that way the
customers can find the new DR contracts. When searching for the contracts, the user needs to enter i.a. his
distribution tariff and choose the type of the contract. Present alternatives for the contract type are
Indefinitely valid, One year fixed term, Two years fixed term, Other fixed terms and Exchange bound. The
Exchange bound option includes already dynamic price contracts but another alternative for contracts
including load control would be necessary. Of course, contracts including load control can be indefinitely
valid or valid for a fixed term, but an own option for contracts that include incentives for load control should
be pointed out in here. The type of contract could be just “Load control” and the category could arrange the
contracts with different algorithm than the traditional contracts to show the characteristics of those
contracts in better light. An upgraded view of the official site is presented in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. An upgraded view from Energy Authority’s www.sahkonhinta.fi page when choosing the
contract type. (After, Energy Authority 2014)
Terms of electricity sales and Terms of Network Service (Finnish Energy Industries 2010b) set borders for load
control so that the availability of electricity shall not be restricted more than 5 hours per day and 1,5 hours at
once. These limits are a good starting point when designing new contracts with DR and there is no critical
need to update these yet. If the maximum limiting time for electricity is 1,5 hours at once is it safe to use
even freezers as a controllable load. Customers have probably noticed that the temperature of those will not
reach rising too high even during occasional blackouts. If the maximum restriction for availability of
electricity is five hours per day, then the households will stay warm and the level of comfort will not suffer.
However, if the supplier can control several device groups at a customer’s usage place the combined amount
of restricted hours can go over five and the reading of the terms should enable that.
When talking about controlling the availability of electricity, it is natural to move discussion to the control
devices. The technic is not established yet so it is hard to buy customer’s trust since the entirety is not simple
enough. Some parties also hesitate with the new operating models and think that it is not beneficial to take
any actions before all the alternatives are researched carefully, to avoid useless investments. Environment of
smart and flexible electricity market offers a new business segment for several application manufacturers.
This leads to question about standardizing the installation of the devices for home automation and energy
metering. New service providers should pass a qualification and registration process to ensure the
compatibility of their systems and interfaces. This way the connection with an AMR meter could be easily
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established and the customers can rely on the functionalities of different alternatives for home automation
and energy management.
For load control made by a separate HEMS device, standardized requirements for HEMS appliances would be
worthwhile. Electricity suppliers would be happy to utilize the HEMS that the customer already has in his
apartment. The interviewees also regarded it possible that at some point the supplier could pay the device. If
the customer buys or gets a device that is suitable for the electricity contract with his present supplier and
after the contraction period changes his supplier, it will be beneficial for all the parties if the same device can
be utilized in future as well. If the new supplier had for example different device groups for load control, a
coupling visit might be needed again. But in most cases there might be no need for a new installation visit if
the new supplier could only remotely update his software in the old HEMS. The customer would only need to
learn to use the new user interface of the system if a touch screen is used. What need to be decided are i.a.
the data transfer protocol and the couplings for the standards. However, the HEMS device shall not be
specified in this study. Load control can be carried out by the AMR meters as another option. The present
AMR meters enable simple load control but at the latest the new generation of AMR meters will be enough
for load control.
New houses are being built all the time and DR would be most beneficial to take in account in the planning
and construction phase. Therefore, the construction decrees and energy efficiency decrees should give
guidance considering DR and load control readiness. The electricity design for a building should be done so
that loads suitable for load control can be coupled behind a DR-relay. Although the coupling is done it does
not involve concluding a load control contract in the building but it leaves an option for that. Unfortunately,
writing a guidance for electricity design is not that clear because the implementation with HEMS device is as
good solution for the next coming years.

3.2.

Sharing the responsibility

Referring to the interviews and general opinion of the stakeholders in the framework, none of the parties is
particularly eager to design and invest on the load control infrastructure yet. DR is most interesting for the
suppliers because it is most useful for profit optimization in their business. However, the interviewees
regarded the load control hard and expensive to implement on the dispersed mass of usage places. Now that
there is no standardization there exists a great place for an aggregator to create business of DR operating
between miscellaneous field of suppliers and DSOs as presented in figure 3.2. The work of the aggregator
would naturally create some standards into the field of DR and load control when finding solutions to deliver
the load control requests to the distributed amount of usage places.
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Figure 3.2. Supplier sells electricity in multiple DSO areas. The blue ellipses describe DSO areas
and the spheres are usage places of different suppliers.
Among legislation, DSO is involved to deliver a metering device to the usage place in order to enable load
control service. The legislation will not define the load control executing itself as network business, but
Energy Authority could consider changing its opinion about that. The DSO should have an incentive to
develop load control concept. The regulation model pushes DSO to invest on strengthening the grid but part
of that investing should be encouraged to be directed to the load control service. If DSO starts to build a load
control model in larger scale, will there be a need to separate it from its regular business. There has to be
considered DSO’s operations defined by legislation, i.a. obligation to treat all the customers equally.
The interviewees would be pleased to get a load control service provided by the DSO and they regarded it
much better option than if a third party would pop up to arrange that. If a third party would create a new
interface with a customer would it be too much since already nowadays it is hard to understand that
electricity sale and distribution is provided by different companies.
The DSO might be interested in participating the developing of load control infrastructure if it will be
economical for it. However, DSO’s and supplier’s interests to control loads will probably not occur on the
same hour. During a cheap spot hour the supplier wishes to supply electricity as much as possible but at the
same time the capacity of the network can reach its limit. Then the DSO in turn wishes to restrict the delivery
if the transmission connections are not sufficient. This contradiction need to be solved so that DSO and the
supplier can both restrict the availability of electricity when they need it the most. The preferences of both
parties need to be taken into account so that there will not rise a need to create parallel implementations for
load control, because it would be the least economic situation.
The interviewees were worried about if the supplier has based its electricity procurement on the situation
where load control is used and for some reason the DSO will not cut electricity feeding for a particular group.
They wished for an agreement that DSO will compensate the loss for the supplier. If the electricity could not
be cut because of customer’s actions, i.a. unauthorized couplings, wishes the supplier charge DSO and the
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DSO could charge the customer. There can occur also a data transfer failure before the control signal reaches
the customer’s AMR meter and then the metering service provider could be the one paying for the loss.
If the load control is carried out by a HEMS device there still exist the same uncertainty in delivering the load
control signal. Although the DSO is not involved in the process, the delivering of the control request can
depend for example of the internet connection because the HEMS requires usually a WLAN. If there are
some disruptions in the internet connection and the planned controls cannot be executed because of that
there need to be a contract that specifies which party is again responsible for the financial losses.
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4.

Electricity contracts enabling demand response

Common electricity market starts to create increasingly more competition between the suppliers. Soon the
cheap electricity price is not the only way to keep the customers, and the supplier needs to offer tempting
alternatives for electricity contracts. There DR is involved to create new revenue streams. Conspicuousness
of the supplier helps to acquire customers so that potential customers with suitable loads for load control
will find the supplier. When bigger suppliers advertise their DR solutions will it benefit also the smaller
parties in the market.
There are already several dynamic electricity contracts that leave the load control on customer’s
responsibility. Among the interviewees there is demand for spot based pricing. Therefore, within next five
years residential DR can be carried out with increasing amount of dynamic electricity contracts. After ten
years default contract might be a contract where the supplier controls customers’ loads. Then the framework
is probably advanced and high spot prices occur weekly or even daily. This second alternative is better option
to use DR because the consumption can be forecasted a day before the operational hour and consumer
flexibility can be utilized in the spot market.

4.1.

Finding the customers

The supplier should find a way to get information about consumers with potential loads, appliances and
controls, and with interest for DR. The customers who have night-time electricity contract are a group that is
ready for DR because they have big loads connected to a relay which at the moment switches their reserving
electric heating and boilers on after 22:00.
Another group for DR could be customers with direct electric heating even though the potential is not as
flexible as reserving electric heating. Today usage places with direct electric heating are not separated in the
supplier’s information system. The direct electric heating is usually controlled with thermostats and that
controlling should be changed to go through a relay that the supplier can control. Even if the supplier is not
eager to make that coupling yet the information about these existing customers would be useful to collect.
The supplier can make good estimation that it’s private customers that have relatively big electricity bill (>15
MWh per year) and live in a detached house (based on the address of the usage place) have direct electric
heating. For example, those customers can be contacted by e-mail and asked to mark their load capacity in
supplier’s web portal. If the supplier is not willing to do the work it can give a commission for an aggregator
to make the same investigations. Many other load analyzes can be also made based on the consumption
information. In any case, it has to be kept in mind that customer information is confidential and shall not be
submitted to a third party.
To find potential customers for DR contracts outside of supplier’s existing customers DSO could be the party
to help. DSO could do the same investigations about its customers’ electricity consumption. For example,
depending on the implementation of the customer module of the datahub the DSO could collect and store
the heating type and annual consumption estimate of its usage places into the datahub. If suppliers can
access the customer basic information of suitable usage places the suppliers could contact the customers.
DSO could be the party even to categorize suitable load control groups among its customers. Of course, DSO
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does not have that great interest to do the work from its business perspective. In order to do the work it
should have strong incentives which could e.g. rise its allowed profit margin.
When information about some customers’ loads and their controllability have been collected, the
information system of the supplier need to be updated to handle more specific usage place information and
the data from the web portal can be transferred there. Active customer energy portal and other system
requirements were discussed in SGEM report D4.5.2.1 Demand Response Event Flow in a distributed market
environment (Aalto & al. 2013).
If a supplier wishes to get flexible small-scale consumers living in block houses then the supplier can make an
electricity contract e.g. with a student housing company. The electricity is usually included to the rent so the
consumer does not have an own electricity contract. The supplier gets several consumers with only one
contract. Gamification can be used to deliver additional value for the residents. In the setup the residents can
compete against their neighbors and try to make their electricity bill as low as possible. Besides student
housing, modified version of gamification can be used also in i.a. assisted living buildings and private row or
block houses. (Leivo 2014)

4.2.

Dynamically priced contract

With dynamically priced electricity contract the customer can decrease his electricity bill by shifting his
consumption to the cheaper spot hours voluntary, without supplier’s control request. With this indirect
control of the loads there does not have to be any separate compensation for flexibility on the bill. Therefore
this is technically the easiest alternative to implement DR.
In the end of year 2014 there are 24 different electricity contracts with dynamic price on Energy Authority’s
page, www.sahkonhinta.fi. In smaller scale that kind of contract is beneficial to all parties even though it
cannot be the future’s solution for DR. However, this is the option to utilize DR already tomorrow. There is
plenty of alternatives for interested forerunner customers to control own consumption with ready setups or
even build an own solution for energy consumption management. More and more home appliances have
intelligence and for example washing machine can be adjusted to start on the cheapest spot hour.
A commercialized example where supplier is offering a HEMS is Fortum Fiksu, where Fortum sells a HEMS
solution manufactured by There. When buying the product the customer concludes also a dynamic electricity
contract with Fortum at the same time. Installation by an electrician is also included into this turnkey
product. Even though the customer concludes a dynamic electricity contract the implementation includes
load control. With the HEMS the supplier can control i.a. customer’s reserving electric heating to switch on
the cheapest spot hours. (Fortum 2014)
Dynamic contracts are a technically easy alternative for the supplier but it leaves the price risk for the
supplier if the amount of active customers increases significantly. The pricing model where customers pay for
their energy the spot price and the supplier’s marginal added to that makes the supplier’s balance
management harder. The active customers should be turned into a resource. Fortum Fiksu is an example
how dynamic pricing combined with load control benefit both the supplier and the customer. Furthermore,
the supplier could price the hours differently than the constant marginal added to the spot price. However, if
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the supplier prices the hours with an own algorithm and the customer adjusts his consumption based on
Elspot FIN can the customer regard the unpredictable situation unfair.
There are many alternatives to price the hours in dynamic electricity contract. For example, a spot priced or
even fixed price contract can include occasional hours that are priced differently. If the supplier will price one
or two extra expensive hours in a week can it warn the customer about those. The interviewees suspected
that this kind of pricing model would not be interesting but when asking the same question from students
they can imagine it as a possible future’s alternative. The same idea and other possibilities for pricing were
introduced in SGEM report D 4.6.9 Study of pricing process flows and connection of control processes
(Joensuu & al. 2012).
However, using spot priced contracts can increase the consumption peaks in the network. The interviewees
stated that iterative feedback based on the spot price can also have harmful effects on the electricity market
and price formation mechanism. The actions of active customers should be estimated with help of
psychology combined with mathematical statistics and economics to make dynamic pricing beneficial
alternative for all the parties.

4.3.

Contract including load control

In contract including load control the supplier takes care of the flexibility of the consumption. In light version
of direct load control the customer might not even notice the control of his loads, if the supplier is controlling
only the heating. Already existing night-time electricity contract is an example agreement with fixed control
schedule. There are several alternatives to compensate the supplier’s right to control the loads, as well as for
the technical implementation. The incentives and solutions can be used also parallel so there are plenty of
issues to decide and agree when implementing DR products.
Even though the customer lets the supplier to control his loads the customer wishes to keep the last word on
the controls. This applies especially if other controls besides heating is used. As for the supplier, it wishes to
get some estimation about how many of its controls will be executed so that it can plan its electricity
procurement for the coming day and fully use the household flexibility potential in the spot market. Default
setting for the controls could be automatic where the customer does not need to care about the controls
and the supplier will control the electricity feeding as agreed. The agreement is usually done so that the
supplier’s actions are beneficial for the customer as well. In the automatic mode the supplier’s controls can
be requests, or more like commands. The most acceptable choice would be daily sent control requests within
agreed borders for the coming day. The customer can view the suggested controls in a customer portal and
possibly deny them if needed by switching to customer mode. Whenever the customer wishes to decide
about the controlled hours by himself he can use the customer mode.
In order to motivate the customer to accept the supplier’s load controls, a bonus arrangement can be taken
in use. The customer will achieve higher bonus levels in the compensation if he stays only in the automatic
mode of the controls. If he denies enough controls he will lose his bonuses for a certain time period.
A load control contract need to define the agreements considering both the load control utilization and the
calculation for monetary compensation. This information will set boundary conditions for the load control
operations by defining a maximum amount of load control operations during a certain time period. This
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means that once this limit is reached, consumer’s loads cannot longer be exposed to load control during the
time period in question.
Usually, the customers are not eager to carry the price risk and they favor a fixed price contract for a fixed
time period. Considering this, a load control contract could have a monthly fee and energy fee that are
cheaper than the fees in a traditional electricity contract but with the contract the customer lets the supplier
to control a device group x times within a time period. Another option is more expensive monthly fee and
energy fee but the customer will get compensation based on the executed controls. The interviewees
preferred the second option and it could be the choice in the near future when there is no guarantee that
high price peaks will occur.
The supplier can use the customer flexibility potential also for Elbas market when sending separate control
requests for the next hour. There the supplier needs to count on realized cutting of consumption. There has
to be an automated checking that these additional requests together with the control schedule made already
day before will not exceed the borders agreed in the contract.
The unit for the control can differ from one hour if the flexibility is used for example in reserve market. There
has to be kept in mind that the restriction for one control period is 1,5 hours in the Terms of electricity sale.
For the reserve market, cutting the electricity for a specific group already for shorter time than on hour will
be useful. However, there the cutting of the consumption has to happen fast so there is no time for the
customer to hesitate with denying the control request. This sudden control request can disturb the customer
more, but since the prices in reserve market can be much higher than in spot market, can the supplier also
give the customer higher compensation with “fast controls”.
There has been already pilot load control projects where the supplier has controlled the heating of a
customer group. For example, related to SGEM program, Empower IM together with Oulun Energia put a
pilot in practice by controlling floor heating with AMR meters. The infrastructure was built in two new block
houses consisting of 23 apartments. The customers could prevent controls made by the supplier if they
defined the control schedule by themselves, but they did not get any compensation for the flexibility.
However, the housing comfortable level of the customers did not suffer and the acceptance was good. The
implementation of the first electricity contracts including load control could be as simple as in this example.
The implementation was carried out as part of SGEM deliverables D4.5.2.6 Demonstration environment for
demand response interaction and D4.5.2.7 Active Customer Interface Demonstrator.
On the next pages will be presented a suggestion for a modern electricity contract and an electricity bill
generated based on the contract. On the contract page there are some choices for the customer to make and
on the bill can be seen the effects of the choices of the example customer. All the numbers are reference
values indicating the right magnitude.
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Energy Company Oy Ab
Personalize your electricity contract
Achieve savings where it is most profitable for you!
Choose the default contract to conclude a traditional electricity contract or change the energy fee or add load
controls if you want to. If choices differ from the default, installation costs are added. Contract period is 2
years.
Monthly fee

5 euros
30 euros

Energy fee (kWh)

5 cents
spot + 1 cent
4,5 c/6 cents
4,5 c/5 euros

Load control

possible control with electricity meter or own home automation
includes a home automation box

none
Group 1
Group 2
Group n

daily expensive hours 7-9 and 16-20
includes max. 100 expensive hours per year, the hours will be
informed in advance

specify group settings below
specify group settings below
you can add as many control groups as you wish up to 5 groups

Load control options
Description
reserving electric heating
direct electric heating
fridge
household device
other*

Average
power (kW)
0,5
1
2
5
10

Load status
always on
thermostat control
other control*
random

Control
borders
5h/day
1h/day
2h/week

Allow fast
controls
yes
no

Load control compensation depends on chosen loads and their characteristics. When choosing “other” you
can fill in extra information in the next phase. As default, controls are known day before and denying the
controls is possible in the “customer” control mode. One control block lasts one hour. The longer you stay in
“automatic” control mode, the more bonus points you will get. Read more about the bonus levels here.
So-called fast controls offer higher compensation and they will cut the consumption for the device group
immediately. There the control period can be also shorter than 1 hour.
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Energy Company Oy Ab
CONSUMPTION INVOICE

Usage place 7474741, Peltotie 6
Billing period 1.9.-31.10.2014
Monthly fee

10 €

(home automation box not included)

Energy fee (3941 kWh)

217,20 €

(spot-tariff)

Group 1

-36,80 €

Group 2

-2,40 €

Together

178,00 €

Cumulated annual saving

169,03 €

Analyzed controls:
Group 1
Spot-controls
Fast controls

Amount
87
2

á compensation
0,4 €
1€

Cumulated saving
34,80 €
2,00 €

Group 2
Spot-controls
Fast controls

Amount
17
4

á compensation
0,3 €
0,6 €

Cumulated saving
5,10 €
2,40 €

Average power
(kW)

Load status

Control
borders

Allow fast
controls

1 kW

other control

5h/day

yes

0,5 kW

always on

1h/day

yes

Group settings:
Description
Group 1
direct electric heating
Group 2
fridge

When lowering your room temperature by 1 °C will your electricity bill decrease 5 %. Additionally, your body
uses more energy when staying in colder room so you may lose weight.
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5.

Information in concluding of contract and during supply

The conclusion of contract includes plenty of information exchange between the market parties and follows
common processes. If the contract requires load control some physical couplings at the usage place are
needed. The information collected from the electricity usage places and customers increases when using DR
and it need to be transmitted in these processes and saved to the information systems in the future.
When concluding the electricity contract that allows the supplier to control loads, the customer needs to tell
what kind of loads he has in his usage place. In the future, he may need to check from a ready list the loads
and capacities that he has. The collected information would be transmitted to the DSO and to the potential
next supplier (in case of switching supplier) with message exchange as additional fields in the present
messages.

5.1.

Information flows during conclusion of electricity contract

The present processes related to electricity contracts transmit customer information between the suppliers
and the DSOs. Electricity market information exchange ensures that the information is transmitted along the
procedure when concluding a new contract, switching the supplier and moving. The same processes need to
be able to handle also contracts that include load control.
The time borders that the processes set in Message exchange procedural instructions (Finnish Energy
Industries 2013) are enough also in the future even if some coupling visits need to be done. When concluding
a contract with a new supplier and if the user's site requires metering changes, the notice from the supplier
to the DSO must be received at least 21 days before the start of the contract.
SGEM report D 4.6.8 Study of customer, contract and product management related processes (Joensuu & al.
2013) described the most significant interactions between the electricity supplier and the customer during
the DR contract process. The study discussed how the customer chooses the most suitable DR product from
the supplier’s offering and the customer will give the supplier information that is valuable considering DR.
The report pointed out also in which modules in supplier’s information systems the needed information can
be saved and used.
The process of concluding a new electricity contract starts when the new supplier sends Z03 message to the
DSO, after the supplier has identified the customer. The message should include new fields for information
about customer’s loads. The process of switching the supplier follows mostly the process of new supplier. In
case of switching supplier the information about load connection to a HEMS is maybe the most interesting
field. If the customer has a HEMS and switches his supplier the owner of the HEMS is probably the customer
himself, but an extra field gives a good ensuring about the owner. If a customer concludes a first contract
that allows the supplier to control his loads the contract might include buying the HEMS device with monthly
fee. Contracts that are sold with HEMS devices are profitable to make for fixed period and the device is paid
back when the contract period ends.
When concluding the contract need to be agreed the borders within the loads are acceptable to control. The
borders for contract can be saved in the customer information system in a special DR module and the
borders need to be checked when executing the actual controls or there need to be a warning if the control
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times are going over the agreed in a time span. The basic structure of the integration between the traditional
contract module and the DR module was presented in as well SGEM report Study of customer, contract and
product management related processes and it can be seen in the figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Interaction between supplier’s contract module and DR module in the information system.
(Joensuu & al. 2013)

5.2.

Information flows during electricity delivery

After the contract is concluded there is left the regular information exchange during the customer
relationship. If AMR based load control is used the invoicing process includes information about controlled
hours that may give possible compensation to customer. Also the actual control requests need to be
transmitted to the control device in customer’s usage place. Standardized interfaces between the systems
are necessary to enable a fluent and automatic operational chain from the supplier to the customer.
If load control is carried out by supplier’s own device the DSO is not involved in the load control. The
communication between the supplier’s information system and the customer’s HEMS device can use
whatever protocol the supplier wants. If the load control is carried out by the AMR meter the DSO is the
party delivering the actual control requests. The load control request can be transmitted with new load
control messages. Empower IM has developed messages sent between the supplier and DSO and message
information related to load control process can be found in SGEM report Load control messages (Tervo & al.
2014).
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The information exchange related to load control process includes also confirmation messages about if the
wished control could be executed or not. Also, when concluding a load control contract the customer wishes
to keep the last right to accept the control or not. Therefore, one control message from the supplier to the
DSO is not enough and the reply message from DSO to the supplier indicates the actual effect. Most of the
load control requests are delivered with state information (on/off) but there is also a reservation to use
dynamic load control with power decrease (or increase) in the messages (Tervo & al. 2014).
There exists a question if two-way information about the status of customer’s loads is needed. The load
control request can be successfully passed to the customer’s relay but the supplier will not know the actual
effect of the control if the customer’s load happens to be already off. With the present AMR metering
infrastructure it is probably impossible to identify the amount of the cut load. However, depending on the
type of the load and the additional information of Z03 message about the load characteristics the status of
the load can be rather well forecasted. Building a two-way data transfer to inform the actual status of
customer’s loads might become too expensive compared to the reached benefits.
When the datahub will be taken in use the load control requests could go also through that. The functionality
may not be included in the first version of the datahub but in the second version it can be possible. There
could be saved the planned control table for a usage place for the coming day. Also the reply information
about executing the controls could stay in datahub. In the time series the DSO passes to the supplier need to
be an information field for load control for the hours.
In present model, when transmitting time series for billing, the DSO confirms for the supplier the real reason
for billing, actual or estimated, in message Z11. The supplier gets all the meter readings and possible changes
in annual consumption estimates based on the reading. Z11[5] informs the actual metering data for
consumption-based invoicing during supply. In the same message need to be applied information about if
the DSO executed load control during that hour or not.
Based on the control state information of Z11 message or to the data transfer between the supplier’s own
HEMS and information system can be calculated how many hours during a day or another time span the
control has been used. The control times need to be calculated and saved in the information system so that
times will not exceed the agreed amount and so that the bill will generate right if there is agreement about
compensation per control times. There need to be a usage place specific counter that counts the executed
requests into the supplier’s EDM system or DR module.
The number of the controls from the counter might be used when generating the bill for the customer. Even
if the customer will not get any time-based compensation for the controlled hours it can be an interesting
fact to write on the bill how many times the supplier used its right to control electricity usage. At least the
control data will be shown in the customer web portal. If the customer receives compensation based on the
times of controls the interviewees wished for an automatic compensation model for invoicing, which does
not require any manual work by the supplier. Therefore, the DR module should be linked to the invoicing
system of the supplier.
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5.3.

Control groups

When concluding the load control contract it needs to be decided which loads can be controlled, on which
conditions and with what kind of compensation. For the supplier it is easiest to offer a few alternatives from
which the customer can choose what the most suitable groups are for him. If the supplier has for example
five different control groups for customers, the groups can be used differently based on the load types. For
example, one group can be only used to offer consumption decrease in intraday market and others in dayahead market. The first step for the supplier seems to be to offer one or two alternatives for load control
contract. The customer can evaluate if the contract is suitable for his usage place or not.
The interviewees were asked what would be the most desirable way to have the flexibility potential of the
customers to use in their information system. They summarized that best implementation for load control
would be a load of 1 MW (or its multiples) behind a button that can be switched off if necessary. The load
could be a group of customers devices which mean load would be 1 MW.
The interviewees regarded electric heating the best available flexibility potential. The reserving electric
heating is the easiest load to control because it has relatively big capacity and high flexibility potential
compared to smaller household appliances. This kind of heat storages are the easiest way to “store
electricity” nowadays. Furthermore, the need for other household devices, like hair dryers and car heating, is
strictly bound to time.
Besides the electric heating i.a. ventilation, own energy production and possible batteries are interesting
loads for the supplier. The customer could be able to inform the supplier about his loads when making the
electricity contract, and also update the information in an active customer energy portal when needed. At
some point the collected information about available loads can be valuable to the supplier even though it
does not control them all with the present electricity contract.
Households with reserving electric heating have typically already one kind of DR contract since the houses
are warmed up with night-time electricity. The loads are connected to a relay that switches them on when
the night-time tariff begins. The load capacity of reserving electric heating is kind of used already but the
arrangement still leaves flexibility potential during night-time. Therefore, the reserving electric heating
would be also in the future one control group for the supplier.
Households with direct electric heating have also a huge capacity for load control. Their flexibility potential is
not that great but they could be used as another control group. That group could be most beneficial when
using their flexibility potential in reserve market or balancing power market.
Freezers and refrigerators are one possible control group since every household has those and they are
always running. They can be safely switched off for an hour without any harm to the food. Despite the good
availability of the flexibility the cooling appliances are not the best group to utilize DR first, because modern
freezers and refrigerators consume relatively little energy.
Other appliances in a household are usually thermostat controlled or usually off so they might not be the
groups that the supplier will ask to control yet. Possible device groups for load control are visualized in figure
5.2. The brighter the ellipse is the better the availability of the group is, because the loads are more often on.
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The size of the ellipse describes potential capacity. The ellipse size of electric cars is scaled to represent the
situation when electric cars more common.

Figure 5.2. Household load types and their roughly estimated power and usability for load control.
If the supplier wishes to build control groups of a list of typical household devices the supplier can let the
customer to choose all the devices he wants and the contract will be generated based on those choices.
Alternatives for creating the contract was discussed also in SGEM report D 4.6.9 Study of pricing process
flows and connection of control processes (Joensuu & al. 2012).
First publicly available load control contract possibly has only one or two choices that the customer can
make. The alternatives could be reserving electric heating and direct electric heating. After that the customer
needs to inform the power of his heating system. One question is that is it fair if all the customers will get as
much discount as everyone else if the capacity of their loads are significantly higher or lower as the average.
Therefore, it would be beneficial to divide the loads in size categories and the discount depends on the
category.

6. The future customer interface towards energy markets
After the electricity contract is concluded shall the customer not be forgot. The aim is to keep the customer
satisfied because a satisfied customer is usually loyal and has no need to switch his supplier. Nowadays the
power of an individual is higher than ever because of social media. Therefore it is even more important to
please the customer to keep a positive supplier brand. The supplier can stay close to customer thanks to
internet which is inseparable part of people’s lives. Because of huge amount of available information the
consumers are critical and the user interface and openness has become important factors in providing any
service or product.
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Customers are not willing to buy anything which value they do not understand. Therefore, the end-users
need to get introduced to electricity market and why the price for electricity changes by hour. Nowadays, the
wide mass claims to be interested in energy saving and green energy but usually customers are not ready to
pay any higher price for the same kWh produced by neighbor’s solar panels. One of the best ways to get
customers interested about DR is to show the financial saving that DR can bring to them. In any case, when
offering DR contracts the symbolic price of the incentive is valuable.
Moving into consumption based invoicing has increased customers understanding about formation of the
electricity bill. If dynamic pricing and load control with its compensation is added to the bill becomes the
situation again more complicated. If supplier centric model was taken in use would it ease the situation. If
the supplier would invoice the electricity distribution together with the energy sale would it strengthen the
supplier’s relationship with the customer. The supplier would be seen more as a service provider and the
DSO more as an authority who will be contacted in special occasion like in case of blackout or construction.
The interviewees also voted for the supplier centric model and they waited for decisions how they should
invoice distribution combined with their energy sale.
The supplier can promote its business by providing information about electricity usage. If the supplier offers
information and services for example for small-scale electricity production, will it profile the supplier as a
reliable service provider. That helps to get the customer interested to conclude a load control contract with
that supplier. Advertisement for tempting new customers to make an electricity contract can be disguised in
electricity market advisory.
If a supplier offers practical guidance for own electricity production achieves the supplier a good chance to
sell a HEMS together with the load control contract for customers. For example, a supplier could offer free
guidance for own electricity production for those buying or building a house. Those potential customers have
probably used their all construction budget but they might be interested in solar panels some years later.
There the supplier could sell them a HEMS together with a load control electricity contract and guarantee
that the HEMS can easily be extended with own production, electric car or batteries offered by supplier’s
business partner.
A well designed user interface in the HEMS can bring extra value to the customer because the savings and
energy usage will be easily seen. The customers are more interested in following saved euros than unused
kilowatts. This is a good starting point for a HEMS with DR contract since the main issue is not saving energy
but using the same energy cheaper. One significant information brought by HEMS can be showing device
specific consumption. That can indicate to the customer if an old household appliance is using surprisingly
much energy and might be more profitable to be replaced. The customer can also follow how much his
electricity bill will decrease if he lowers the room temperature by one degree for a week. The HEMS or a
customer energy portal will also show how much the customer saved when letting the supplier to control his
loads. However, the value of following the consumption shall not be overestimated because the customers
are lazy to look at any diagrams if it needs even one click.
When offering to the customers a possibility to follow their device specific consumption and its history it can
bring valuable information for the supplier as well. The supplier can collect much more information about
customer’s actions. That big data can be analyzed and used to forecast the behavior of active customers to
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improve the balance in electricity procurement when the spot priced electricity contracts will become more
common. For example, logged data about usage of certain group and denied load control requests help to
estimate the comfort requirements of different customer groups. This is important to estimate the actual
flexibility potential of different load control groups.
A supplier could pack for a customer a turnkey home energy solution including electricity contract, energy
consultancy and personalized device packet. A customer could choose into his packet i.a. HEMS, heating
solution, solar panels, wind mill, batteries, regenerative exercise bike and even electric car. If leasing
batteries were included to supplier’s assortment could the supplier benefit from the battery capacity if it had
a control over the batteries with a DR electricity contract. An overall energy solution offered by one service
provider would be valuable also for the customer. If there is only one customer interface, the service
provider cannot avoid responsibility in case of problem situations.
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7. Conclusion
Demand response has an important role in creating flexibility in future’s smart grid. With price-based
demand response (DR) consumption will drift to those moments when the price for electricity is low and
there is more production. DR is the solution to take advantage of increasingly more renewable energy
production that varies greatly by season, day and hour. This study researched the effects of electricity
contracts enabling DR in the interface of electricity supplier and customer.
As a result of the interviews was found out that suppliers are interested in DR if volatility of electricity price
increases making it profitable. Also after that the interviewed representatives of supplier companies wished
for as ready service as possible to adopt DR and which is easy to implement for different customers. It can be
concluded that suppliers’ and distribution system operators’ information systems and electricity market
information exchange need new functionalities, e.g. to load management. One solution can be a DR module
as an extension to the present information systems.
The field of energy business is widely regulated which sets certain limits for the electricity sale and new kind
of electricity contracts. Updating these terms and decrees can also promote DR because no party will invest
on the infrastructure without incentives or obligations. Common guidelines are needed to proceed cooperation of parties with different expectations. Additionally, possible load control has to be implemented
keeping the supplier switching process easy for both the customer and supplier. When supplier is the one
making the decision to use load control on a particular hour it can benefit the whole market area. That way
DR can be included already to the price formation process of the day-ahead market place in wholesale
market.
The interviewees agreed that electric heating is the best load to begin household load control. The minimum
viable product for an electricity contract including load control could consist only of controlled heating.
Furthermore, reserving electric heating has the highest flexibility potential. When interest towards other
controllable loads rises, diverse load control is better to implement in new electricity usage places, because
changing the coupling afterwards at home is more expensive than the saving potential. A good opportunity
to implement wide-scale load control is along the changing into new generation electricity meters.
Suitable customers need to find the DR products so that DR would benefit the supplier. The new basis for
electricity pricing has to be introduced to the customers. At first, dynamically priced electricity contract is the
easiest way to implement DR so the product should be priced to benefit both the supplier and the customer.
Marketing of the product can be proceed by increasing consumers’ awareness of electricity price formation
and offering alternative incentives. The image of future’s electricity supplier could become diverse energy
service provider.
The consumers need to change their attitude to be more flexible with electricity usage as well. The
customers prefer not to think about electricity contract that much but changing supplier should become as
easy and understandable as changing mobile phone contract. People are interested in making mobile phone
deals that include both the phone and the connection and the contract period is typically two years. The
same model could work with electricity contract including HEMS for load control or offering some other
additional value besides the electricity sale.
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